Declaration

We ABB AB, Grid Automation Products, SE-721 59 Västerås, Sweden, declare under our sole responsibility that the family of apparatus:

| Generator Protection | Type: 
REG670, Ver. 2.2
acc. to Product Guide
1MRK 502074-BEN |
---|---|

to which this declaration relates is in conformity with the following directives

| Directive | EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU |
---|---|

Our internal quality control system ensures compliance between the manufactured products and the technical documentation.

| Year of affixed CE-marking | 2017 |
---|---|

Application of the objects

The family is intended for use in the industrial environment and to protect high voltage or high power apparatus, and thus normally used in a harsh electromagnetic environment near high voltage apparatus.

References

| Standards | EN 60 255-26: 2013
EN 60 255-27: 2014 |
---|---|

Technical Construction File (TCF)

| 1MRK 000613-19 |
---|---|

Authorisation

Signed by

[Signature]

Joseph Menazes, PM

Date

2017-08-14